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2A Ultra Low Dropout Linear Regulator

The uP0109 is an ultra low dropout linear regulator
specifically designed to provide termination voltage for DDR
memory system. Designed with low on-resistance
NMOSFETs, this device is capable of sinking/sourcing up
to 2A output current.

This device works with dual supplies, a control input for
the control circuitry and a power input as low as 1.0V for
providing current to output. The output voltage is tightly
regulated to track reference voltage input within 20mV
variation with fast to line/load transient.

Other features include chip shutdown function, soft-start,
on-chip thermal protection, and bi-directional current limit
protection. The uP0109 is available in PSOP-8L, FSOP-
8L, WDFN3x3-8L packages with very low thermal resistance.

Desktop PCs, Notebooks, and Workstations

Graphic Cards

Low Voltage Logic Supplies

Microprocessor and Chipset Supplies

Split Plane Microprocessor Supplies

Advanced Graphics Cards Supplies

SoundCards and Auxiliary Power Supplies

SMPS Post Regulators

Generate Termination Voltage for DDR Memory
Interface

Output Voltage Traces Reference Input

Capable of Sinking/Sourcing 2A

Integrated Low RDS(ON) MOSFETs

Excellent Line and Load Regulation

Low External Part Count

Bidirectional Current Limit Protection

On-Chip Thermal Protection

Support Pure MLCC

RoHS Compliant and Halogen Free

General Description

Applications
Ordering Information

Features

Pin Configuration & Typical Application Circuit
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8WSP9010Pu L8-POSP P9010Pu

8FSP9010Pu L8-POSF P9010Pu

8DDP9010Pu L8-3x3NFDW P9010Pu
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Note: uPI products are compatible with the current IPC/
JEDEC J-STD-020 requirement. They are halogen-free,
RoHS compliant and 100% matte tin (Sn) plating that are
suitable for use in SnPb or Pb-free soldering processes.
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Functional Pin Description

Functional Block Diagram
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Definitions

Some important terminologies for LDO are specified below.

Dropout Voltage

The input/output voltage differential at which the regulator
output no longer maintains regulation against further
reductions in input voltage. Measured when the output drops
2% below its nominal value. Dropout voltage is affected by
junction temperature, load current and minimum input
supply requirements.

Line Regulation

The change in output voltage for a change in input voltage.
The measurement is made under the conditions of low
dissipation or by using pulse techniques such that average
chip temperature is not significantly affected.

Load Regulation

The change in output voltage for a change in load current
at constant chip temperature. The measurement is made
under the conditions of low dissipation or by using pulse
techniques such that average chip temperature is not
significantly affected.

Maximum Power Dissipation

The maximum total device dissipation for which the
regulator will operate within specifications.

Quiescent Bias Current

Current which is used to operate the regulator chip and is
not delivered to the load.

The quiescent current I
Q
 is defined as the supply current

used by the regulator itself that does not pass into the
load. It typically includes all bias currents required by the
LDO and any drive current for the pass transistor.

General

The uP0109 is an ultra low dropout linear regulator
specifically designed to provide termination voltage for DDR
memory system. Designed with low on-resistance
NMOSFETs, this device is capable of sinking/sourcing up
to 2A output current.

This device works with dual supplies, a control input for
the control circuitry and a power input as low as 1.0V for
providing current to output. The output voltage is tightly
regulated to track reference voltage input within 20mV
variation with fast to line/load transient.

Other features include chip shutdown function, soft-start,
on-chip thermal protection, and bi-directional current limit
protection.

Functional Description
Power On Reset

The uP0109 mainly consists of power on reset and chip
enable, pass transistors, current limit, error amplifier and
temperature protection as shown in Functional Block
Diagram. The uP0109 continuously monitors control input
and power input for power on reset (POR) to ensure the
device can work properly. The typical POR rising levels are
2.7V and 0.6V for control input and power input respectively.

Chip Enable and Soft Start

Once POR is granted, the uP0109 is ready for normal
operation. The REFIN pin is a dual-function input pin:
reference input and shutdown control input. A singal level
transistor is adequate to pull this pin lower than 0.15V and
shuts down the device reducing the shutdown current below
50uA.

The uP0109 tightly regulates the output voltage to track
V

REFIN
 if it is higher than 0.4V. The output voltage ramp up/

down speed is limited as 5.7mV/us to limit inrusht current
form power input as shown in Figure 1. The inrush current
to charge/discharge the output capacitor is calculated as:

I
INRUSH

 = 5.7mV/us x C
OUT

VOUT (500mV/Div)

IVIN (2A/Div)

REFIN (500mV/Div)

Figure 1. Chip Enable and Soft Start

A 100uF output capacitor will demand 0.5V input current
during softstart. If the output capacitor is larger than 470uF,
current limit function may be activated and limit the inrush
current to about 2.2A. Make sure the power input is capable
of delivering inrush current with selected output capacitor.

Output Voltage Regulation

The output voltage is tightly regulated to track the reference
voltage applied at REFIN pin. The error signal is amplified
to control the gates of NMOSFET for sourcing current from

Time: 100us/Div
VIN = 2.5V, VCNTL = 5V, COUT = 470uF
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VIN and singing current GND respectively. Since the gate
voltage is provided by the control input VCNTL, it is highly
recommended the control input is 2V higher than the output
voltage to achieve tight regulation and fast transient
response.

Current Limit

The uP0109 monitors sourcing and sinking ouput currents.
The output currents are limited to a safe level by reducing
the gate voltages of the NMOSFET during output overload
or short circuit. The output voltage is reduced if the load
continuously demands current higher than the current limit
level. The output voltage is re-built up when overload or
short circuit conditions are removed.

IOUT (2A/Div)

VOUT (500mV/Div)

Figure 1. VOUT Output Source Current Limit

Functional Description

IOUT (2A/Div)

VOUT (1V/Div)

Figure 2. VOUT Output Sink Current Limit

Thermal Protection

The uP0109 implements a thermal shutdown function to
protect the device from damage when output overload or
short circuit. Both NMOSFETs are turned off when the
juction temperature exceeds about 170OC, allowing the
junction temperature to cool down. The output voltage is
re-built up when the junction temperature reduces by 40OC,
resulting in a pulsed output during continuous thermal over
load conditions.

The thermal protection is designed to protect the device
from damage during abnormal operation. It is highly
recommended to keep the maximum junction temperature
under 150OC during normal operation for maximum
realiability.

Time: 2ms/Div
VIN = 2.5V, VCNTL = 5V, COUT = 1.25V

Time: 2ms/Div
VIN = 2.5V, VCNTL = 5V, COUT = 1.25V
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(Note 1)

Control Input Voltage V
CNTL

 (Note 1) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  -0.3V to +7V
Power Input Voltage V

IN --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  -0.3V to +7V
Other Pins ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  -0.3V to (V

CNTL
 + 0.3V)

Storage Temperature Range  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  -65OC to +150OC
Junction Temperature  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 150OC
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec)  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  260OC
ESD Rating (Note 2)

HBM (Human Body Mode)  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  2kV
MM (Machine Mode)  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  200V

Package Thermal Resistance (Note 3)

PSOP-8L θ
JA

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 50°C/W
PSOP-8L θ

JC
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5°C/W

FSOP-8L θ
JA

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 90°C/W
FSOP-8L θ

JC
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 35°C/W

WDFN3x3-8L θ
JA

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 60°C/W
WDFN3x3-8L θ

JC
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5°C/W

Power Dissipation, P
D
 @ T

A
 = 25°C

PSOP-8L -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  2.0W
            FSOP-8L  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.11W

WDFN3x3-8L  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.67W

(Note 2)

Operating Junction Temperature Range ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  -40°C to +125°C
Operating Ambient Temperature Range --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  -40°C to +85°C
Supply Input Voltage, V

CNTL   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ +2.8V to +6.0V

Power Input Voltage, V
IN  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ +1.0V to V
CNTL

retemaraP lobmyS snoitidnoCtseT niM pyT xaM stinU

egatloVtupnIylppuS

dlohserhTROP V HTRLTNC V LTNC gnisiR -- 7.2 8.2 V

siseretsyHROP V SYHLTNC V LTNC gnillaF -- 2.0 -- V

tnerruCtupnIlortnoC
nwodtuhSni

I DS_LTNC V LTNC V= NI I,V0.5= TUO V,A0= NIFER V0= -- 05 09 Au

tnerruCtupnIlortnoC I LTNC V LTNC V,V0.5= NI V,V8.1= NIFER I,V9.0= TUO .A0= -- 5.0 5.1 Am

egatloVtuptuO

tesffOegatloVtuptuO V SO V LTNC V,V0.5= NI V,V8.1= NIFER I,V9.0= TUO .A0= 02- -- 02+ Vm

noitalugeRdaoL ∆V DAOL I<A1- TUO A1< 02- -- 02+ Vm

egatloVtuoporD V TUOPORD

V LTNC I,V5.4= TUO V52.1=TUOV,A5.1= -- 522 525 Vm

V LTNC I,V5.4= TUO V52.1=TUOV,A0.1= -- 051 053 Vm

(VCNTL = 5V, TA = 25OC, unless otherwise specified)

Absolute Maximum Rating

Thermal Information

Recommended Operation Conditions

Electrical Characteristics
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Note 1. Stresses listed as the above “Absolute Maximum Ratings” may cause permanent damage to the device.
These are for stress ratings. Functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those
indicated in the operational sections of the specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum
rating conditions for extended periods may remain possibility to affect device reliability.

Note 2. Devices are ESD sensitive. Handling precaution recommended.

Note 3. θ
JA

 is measured in the natural convection at T
A
 = 25°C on a low effective thermal conductivity test board of

JEDEC 51-3 thermal measurement standard.

Note 4. The device is not guaranteed to function outside its operating conditions.

retemaraP lobmyS snoitidnoCtseT niM pyT xaM stinU

noitcetorP

timiLtnerruC
I _TIMIL ECRUOS V NI V,V8.1= TUO gnicruoS,V9.0= 3.2 -- --

A
I _TIMIL KNIS V NI V,V8.1= TUO gnikniS,V9.0= 2 -- --

tiucriCtrohS
I NIV_CS gnikniS,NIVottiucrictrohsTUOV 1 -- -- A

I DNG_CS gnicruoS,DNGottiucrictrohsTUOV 5.1 -- -- A

nwodtuhS/elbanENIFER

dlohserhThgiHcigoLNIFER V HNE ecivedehtelbaneotgnisirNIFER 4.0 -- -- V

dlohserhTwoLcigoLNIFER V LNE ecivedehtelbasidotgnillafNIFER -- -- 51.0 V

noitcetorPlamrehT

erutarepmeTnwodtuhSlamrehT T DS -- 061 -- OC

siseretsyHnwodtuhSlamrehT T SYHDS -- 03 -- OC

Electrical Characteristics
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VOUT (500mV/Div)

IVIN (2A/Div)

REFIN (500mV/Div)

VOUT (500mV/Div)

IIN (2A/Div)

VCNTL (2V/Div)

-20mV

0mV

20mV

0A 1A 2A-1A-2A Sourcing 

10mV

-10mV

Sinking

VOUT 
(20mV/Div)

IOUT 
(2A/Div)

VREFIN (1V/Div)

VOUT (1V/Div)

VOUT (0.5V/Div)

VREFIN (0.5V/Div)

VIN (1V/Div)

Typical Operation Characteristics
Power On From VIN

Time: 2ms/Div
VCNTL = 5V, VREFIN = 1.25V, COUT = 470uF

Power On from VCNTL

Time: 100us/Div
VIN = 2.5V, VREFIN = 1.25V, COUT = 470uF

Trun On from REFIN

Time: 100us/Div
VIN = 2.5V, VCNTL = 5V, COUT = 470uF

REFIN Step Change

Time: 200us/Div
VIN = 2.5V, VCNTL = 5V, COUT = 1000uF

Load Regulation

Output Current (A)

V
O

U
T
 - 

V
R

E
F

IN
 (m

V
)

Load Transient Response

Time: 100us/Div
VIN = 2.5V, VCNTL = 5V, COUT = 1000uF
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Typical Operation Characteristics
Shutdown Current vs. Input Voltage

Input Voltage VIN = VCNTL (V)
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Application Information
The uP0109 is an ultra low dropout linear regulator
specifically designed to  provide termination voltage for DDR
memory system. Designed with low on-resistance
NMOSFETs, this device is capable of sinking/sourcing up
to 2A output current. The output voltage is tightly regulated
to track reference voltage input within 20mV variation with
fast to line/load transient.

Supply Voltage for Control Circuit VCNTL

This uP0109 works with dual supplies, a control input for
the control circuitry and a power input as low as 1.0V for
providing current to output.

The control input provides bias current for control circuit
and gate voltage for turning on and off the NMOSFETs. It is
highly recommended to keep the control input 2.0V higher
than the output voltage for optimal performance. Connect
VCNTL pin to a 5V voltage source when available. The
control voltage should be locally bypassed by a minimum
1uF ceramic capacitor plus a 10Ω resistor.

Power Input VIN and Input Capacitor CCNTL, CIN

The VIN pin supplies current to output when the upper
MOSFET turns on. The uP0109 is designed to work with
minimum 10uF ceramic input capacitor. However, a bulk
capacitor is still recommended in parallel with the ceramic
capacitor to stabalize the input voltage during output soft
start and load transient.

Since both power and control inputs are independently
monitored for power on reset, special power sequence
concern is not required for control input and power input.

When work with large output capacitor, the uP0109 may
demand large input current during soft start. Make sure
the power input is capable of delevering up to 3A.

tnenopmoC eulaVdednemmoceR

C LTNC C/ NI

cimareCFu01/Fu1muminiM
roticapaC

Note: A low-ESR 1uF/10uF capacitor with minimal
susceptibility to temperature is recommended, and stability
is highly dependent on the input power supply
characteristics and the substrate wiring pattern. The C

IN

total capacitance of input capacitors value including ceramic
and aluminum electrolytic capacitors should be larger than
10uF. A 1uF ceramic capacitor (C

CNTL
)  or higher is

recommended for noise decoupling.

Reference Input

The output voltage is regulated to track the reference input
at REFIN pin. The reference input can be obtained from

power input by voltage divider or  from an independent
voltage reference. A ceramic capacitor physically near the
IC is required to filter the refernce voltage.

Output Voltage and Output Capacitor, COUT

The uP0109 is designed to work with low ESR ceramic
capacitors. No special concern is required on ESR for stable
operation. A minimum bulk capacitance of 10uF, along with
a 0.1uF ceramic decoupling capacitor is recommended.
Increasing the bulk capacitance will improve the overall
transient response. The use of multiple lower value ceramic
capacitors in parallel to achieve the desired bulk capacitance
will not cause stability issues. Although designed for use
with ceramic output capacitors, the uP0109 is extremely
tolerant of output capacitor ESR values and thus will also
work comfortably with tantalum output capacitors.

tnenopmoC eulaVdednemmoceR

C TUO roticapaCcimareCFu01muminiM

Note: A 10uF ceramic capacitor is recommended, and actual
stability is highly dependent on temperature and load
conditions. Insufficient capacitance may cause oscillation,
while high equivalent series resistance (ESR) exacerbates
output voltage fluctuation under rapid load change
conditions. Total output capacitors value including ceramic
and aluminum electrolytic capacitors should be larger than
10uF.

Thermal Consideration

The uP0109 integrates internal thermal limiting function to
protect the device from damage during fault conditions.
However, continuously keeping the junction near the thermal
shutdown temperature may remain possibility to affect
device reliability. It is highly recommended to keep the
junction temperature below the recommended operation
condition 125OC for maximum reliability.

Power dissipation in the device is calculated as:

P
D
 = (V

IN
 - V

OUT
) x I

OUT
 + V

CNTL
 x I

CNTL

It is adequate to neglect power loss with respective to
control circuit V

CNTL
 x I

CNTL
 when considering thermal

management in uP0109. Take the following moderate
operation condition as an example: V

IN
 = 2.5V, V

OUT
 = 1.5V,

I
OUT

 = 1A, the power dissipation is:

P
D
 = (2.5V- 1.5V) x 1A = 1.0W

This power dissipation is conducted through the package
into the ambient environment, and, in the process, the
temperature of the die (T

J
) rises above ambient. Large power

dissipation may cause considerable temperature raise in
the regulator in large dropout applications. The geometry
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of the package and of the printed circuit board (PCB) greatly
influence how quickly the heat is transferred to the PCB
and away from the chip. The most commonly used thermal
metrics for IC packages are thermal resistance from the
chip junction to the ambient air surrounding the package
(θ

JA
):

θ
JA

 = ( T
J
 -T

A
 ) / P

D

θ
JA

 specified in the Thermal Information section is measured
in the natural convection at TA = 25OC on a high effective
thermal conductivity test board (4 Layers, 2S2P) of JEDEC
51-7 thermal measurement standard. The case point of
θJC is on the exposed pad for PSOP-8 package.

Given power dissipation P
D
, ambient temperature and

thermal resistance θ
JA

, the junction temperature is
calculated as:

TJ = TA + ∆TJA = TA + PD x θJA

To limit the junction temperature within its maximum rating,
the allowable maximum power dissipation is calculated
as:

PD(MAX) = ( TJ(MAX) -TA ) /θJA

where T
J(MAX)

 is the maximum operation junction
temperature 125OC, T

A
 is the ambient temperature and the

θ
JA

 is the junction to ambient thermal resistance. θ
JA

 of
PSOP-8 packages is 75OC/W on JEDEC 51-7 (4 layers,
2S2P) thermal test board with minimum copper area. The
maximum power dissipation at T

A
 = 25OC can be calculated

as:

P
D(MAX)

 = (125OC - 25OC) / 75OC/W = 1.33W

The thermal resistance θ
JA

 highly depends on the PCB
design. Copper plane under the exposed pad is an effective
heatsink and is useful for improving thermal conductivity.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between thermal resistance
θ

JA
 vs. copper area on a standard JEDEC 51-7 (4 layers,

2S2P) thermal test board at T
A
 = 25OC. A 50mm2 copper

plane reduces θ
JA

 from 75OC/W to 50OC/W and increases
maximum power dissipation from 1.33W to 2W.

Application Information
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Figure 3. Thermal Resistance θ
JA

 vs. Copper Area

Figure 4 illustrated the recommended PCB layout for best
thermal performance.

N
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N
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N
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G
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U
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G
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D

1 2 3 4
5678
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Figure 4. Recommended PCB Layout.
Layout Consideration

1. Place a local bypass capacitor as closed as possible
to the VIN pin. Use short and wide traces to minimize
parasitic resistance and inductance.

2. The exposed pad should be soldered on GND plane
with maximum area and with multiple vias to inner layer
of ground place for improved thermal performance.

3. Connect voltage divider directly to the point where
regulation is required. Place voltage divider close to
the device.
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Note
1.Package Outline Unit Description:

BSC: Basic. Represents theoretical exact dimension or dimension target
MIN: Minimum dimension specified.
MAX: Maximum dimension specified.
REF: Reference. Represents dimension for reference use only. This value is not a device specification.
TYP. Typical. Provided as a general value. This value is not a device specification.

2.Dimensions in Millimeters.
3.Drawing not to scale.
4.These dimensions do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold flash or protrusions shall not exceed 0.15mm.

Package Information
PSOP-8 Package

0.31 - 0.51

4.80 - 5.00

5.79 - 6.20

0.
10

 - 
0.

25

0.
40

 - 
1.

27

1.27 BSC

3.80 - 4.00

1.90 - 2.55

2 .60 - 3.40

0.00 - 0.15
1.70 MAX

1
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Package Information

0.31 - 0.51

4.80 - 5.00

5.80 - 6.20

3.81 BSC

0.10 - 0.25

0.
10

 - 
0.

25

0.
40

 - 
1.

27

1.27 BSC

3.80 - 4.00

1.75 MAX

FSOP-8 Package

Note
1.Package Outline Unit Description:

BSC: Basic. Represents theoretical exact dimension or dimension target.
MIN: Minimum dimension specified.
MAX: Maximum dimension specified.
REF: Reference. Represents dimension for reference use only. This value is not a device specification.
TYP. Typical. Provided as a general value. This value is not a device specification.

2.Dimensions in Millimeters.
3.Drawing not to scale.
4.These dimensions do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold flash or protrusions shall not exceed 0.15mm.
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Package InformationPackage Information

Note
1.Package Outline Unit Description:

BSC: Basic. Represents theoretical exact dimension or dimension target
MIN: Minimum dimension specified.
MAX: Maximum dimension specified.
REF: Reference. Represents dimension for reference use only. This value is not a device specification.
TYP. Typical. Provided as a general value. This value is not a device specification.

2.Dimensions in Millimeters.
3.Drawing not to scale.
4.These dimensions do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold flash or protrusions shall not exceed 0.15mm.

WDFN3x3-8L

14

5 8

0.18 - 0.300.50 BSC

2.90 - 3.10

2.90 - 3.10

1.40 - 1.80

0.30 - 0.50 2.00 - 2.50

0.00 - 0.050.20 REF

0.70 - 0.80
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Important Notice

uPI and its subsidiaries reserve the right to make corrections, modifications, enhancements, improvements, and other changes to its products
and services at any time and to discontinue any product or service without notice. Customers should obtain the latest relevant information
before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and complete.
uPI products are sold subject to the terms and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgment. However, no responsibility
is assumed by uPI or its subsidiaries for its use; nor for any infringements of patents or other rights of third parties which may result from its
use. No license is granted by implication or otherwise under any patent or patent rights of uPI or its subsidiaries.
COPYRIGHT (C) 2010, UPI SEMICONDUCTOR CORP.

uPI Semiconductor Corp.
Headquarter
9F.,No.5, Taiyuan 1st St. Zhubei City,
Hsinchu Taiwan, R.O.C.
TEL : 886.3.560.1666   FAX : 886.3.560.1888

uPI Semiconductor Corp.
Sales Branch Office
12F-5, No. 408, Ruiguang Rd. Neihu District,
Taipei Taiwan, R.O.C.
TEL : 886.2.8751.2062    FAX : 886.2.8751.5064


